Sports started to gain relevance in Spain around the end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth century as a leisure and health option of the upper classes imported from Britain. Its early development was intertwined with the spread of other kinds of physical activities with much more tradition on the continent: gymnastics and physical education. First played by the ruling classesaristocracy and high bourgeoisie -sports permeated towards petty bourgeoisie and middle classes in urban areas such as Madrid, Barcelona, San Sebastián and Santander. This pattern meant that the expansion of sports was unavoidably tied to the degree of industrialisation and cultural modernisation of the country. Since 1910, and mainly during the 1920s, sport grew in popularity as a spectacle and, to a much lesser degree, as a practice among the Spanish population.
Introduction
At the end of the nineteenth century, members of the aristocracy and bourgeoisie from Madrid and Barcelona, influenced by British culture, started to play English sport 1 as a distinctive activity and a sign of social status. 2 Sport 'travelled' with these social classes to their leisure places, where it would continue to be played by the local inhabitants, as happened in San Sebastián and Santander, from where sport spread to the rest of the north of Spain. The direct influence of the British Empire through its merchant navy and the British colony settled in Spain was felt definitively in the expansion of sport around the country.
Later, the petty bourgeoisie and urban middle classes (professional class, civil servants, traders, administrative assistants, bank clerks and so on), from big cities started to do exercise, mainly physical and sporting activities. It was a kind of emulation of the upper classes and of the modern and distinguished habits associated with English society. A healthy objective and social prestige were the values most attached to sport at this time.
Before presenting in greater detail how sport evolved throughout Spanish society we must first get a better understanding of the kind of sports exported from Britain. These sporting activities were developed within and attached to the growing influence of the middle classes, a progressive and reformist group that changed the way society was organised as a whole; sport was an important means through which such a goal was attempted.
The Middle Classes' Sports Revolution: From British Public Schools to Continental Europe
When we talk about modern sport undoubtedly we should refer to its specific development in Britain initially. Although we can find a clear precedent in the pastimes of British aristocrats during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 3 sport as it is understood nowadays was established within the public-school system and also in the clubs and societies of imperial Britain during the nineteenth century. This process was achieved thanks to the arduous reformist efforts of the middle classes of the Victorian and Edwardian eras. 4 Between 1870 and 1920 this cultural phenomenon spread quickly across the colonies and also continental Europe, helped by Pierre de Coubertin's Olympic movement. Spain was no exception.
But what type of sport was germinating during that time? What were the values and practices attached to it? To answer these questions we must present briefly the way sports were introduced and moulded within the public schools' curriculum during the nineteenth century.
Public schools were educational institutions preparatory to university entry for upper-class and upper-middle-class people. These institutions constituted in themselves a microcosm, a kind of laboratory where the future leaders of British society and the British Empire would be formed. In this laboratory the rules of sports and primitive ways of playing were going to germinate.
Before 1850 sports were not part of the formal curriculum of the public schools. The leisure activities of the boys were outside the control of the directive board and consisted in the so-called field sports, such as hunting, shooting and fishing, all of them related to the landed aristocratic ethos of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. However, from the middle of the nineteenth century, sporting games started to be introduced, spreading through the institutions as an educational aim in themselves, ending in a general movement known as athleticism. 5 Such educational reform, based upon the introduction of sports as a means of building a strong character, has been linked to the figure of Thomas Arnold, headmaster of Rugby School. None the less, other headmasters were also connected to this movement, even though historically they have not been recognised as much as Arnold. The true importance of Arnold dwells in his role as a middle-class representative against the aristocracy in the struggle for the control of upper-class education (of those who later would lead society in different fields). Public schools started to breed a new form of masculinity, attached to the figure of the sporting gentleman ('an aristocrat of character, not of birth'). 6 Through these games, they were supposed to develop autonomy, initiative, self-sacrifice, effort, courage and emotional self-controlvalues that conformed to what later became known as fair play.
These former public-school pupils brought with them these new sport practices to the university and later to society. They occupied important positions in different influential professions and they built a network of clubs and associations for the practice of sport. The cult of athleticism spread, linked to the middle classes, the true representative of amateurism, a condensation of bourgeois values such as respectability and honourable competition.
Sports such as golf, lawn tennis or yachting were used by the professional middle classes to celebrate a common set of values and practices. Moreover, some of them (e.g. doctors) appeared in many cases as leaders of local sport organisations. The lower stratum of the middle class (e.g. clerks or teachers) took part in cycling or gymnastics societies. Between both groups, those pertaining to the middle range (merchants, marketers and shopkeepers) practised sports such as athletics. 7 But sport was spreading not just throughout British society. In the period between 1870 and 1920 there was a huge movement of sport expansion towards continental Europe. The agent facilitating this transfer and arrival of sport to mainland Europe was the vast commercial network associated with the British Empire. These middle classes led a world revolution through their sportisation? This process was favoured by the strong fellow-feeling of the bourgeois middle classes across Europe during that time. Physical exercise was linked to health morally, physically and socially. This new revolutionary bourgeoisie tried to establish a new society, composed of a new ideal citizen; one of the main tools at hand for this purpose was the use of sports. This 'sporting humanism' 9 tried to instil the character and moral virtue of the gentleman into the population.
The same phenomenon happened in Spain: the so-called middle-class Regeneracionistas ('Regenerationists') saw sport as the booster of a revitalising and modernising energy in a demoralised nation embroiled in defeatism. None the less, the expansion of sports in Spain presented its own peculiarities. This expansion process occurred as Spanish society began to understand sport as a fresh, cosmopolitan activity held in high esteem by the social, military and political powers.
Regenerationism, Sport and the Modernisation of the Nation
During the years between the last decade of nineteenth century and the Second World War, European public opinion -and that of many Governments -started to equate sporting success with the value of'race', the praising of the homeland and the power of the nation. International competitions organised by federations and the Olympic Games, driven by the IOC, established themselves as a suitable frame in which to show in a peaceful but efficient way national potential and the international prestige of nations and countries. Good sports results were swiftly extrapolated to national success in other spheres. In the Spanish case sport also had other implications, linked to the demands of regeneration and reform that permeated the country's public life from the beginning of the twentieth century: any good international performance was, for our sport 'regenerationists' a hopeful starting point for the recovery of the 'debilitated race'. The failure of our willing but poorly trained athletes revealed the lack of a national sport organisation and the low level of interest in physical culture in our society.
Several circumstances made PE and sport become a means for modernising^ de siécle Spanish society. When Joaquin Costa published Reconstitución y Europeización de España ('Reconstitution and Europeanisation of Spain') in 1899 and two years later Oligarquía y Caciquismo ('Oligarchy and Despotism'), the core principles for national regeneration were established. Little by little these ideas started to gain authority in Spanish public opinion and society as a whole.
Regenerationist thinking was defended by representatives of the new middle classes living in urban areas. They wanted to bring about a reorganisation of the Spanish society. They backed the idea of agrarian reform (developing irrigation), a better and more encompassing education, efficient economic and administrative reforms, the end of despotism as the main political structure; in other words, they aimed for a general modernisation of the country. As Costa stated, this process could only be achieved through a progressive Europeanisation of Spanish social and political structures. Europe was, for the regenerationist, the beacon that would guide the ship of Spanish awakening; the solution for the so-called problem that Spain constituted. The regenerationist discourse about social, political and administrative reforms permeated slowly but surely. These ideas were paramount to back up claims about the need to introduce sport and physical culture into Spanish society. Physical regeneration and the modernisation of hygienic and cultural habits through sports were the main goals for the Spanish sport pioneers.
The problem of a weakened race in other countries was mainly linked to the dreadful working conditions of the working classes -the root of serious health problems. In Spain the situation was slightly different: although it had a considerably lower number of working-class members (due to a less developed industrial sector), the main problem was first and foremost the consideration of Spain as a nation in itself and of the Spanish people as a 'race'. Moreover, just when European countries were showing their superiority to the world (fulfilling their colonising and civilising mission towards those who were considered lower primitive peoples), Spain lost in 1898 the parts of its old empire in a humiliating manner.
However, some benefits were gained from this situation. Repatriated capital coming from Cuba and Puerto Rico favoured new investments in the country. In addition to his, Spanish neutrality during the First World War helped the recovery of industrial production and modernity that lagged behind the rest of Europe during the nineteenth century. It was just during this epoch -the first third of the twentieth century -when Spanish society organised definitively the basis of sporting practice, coinciding in time with the fastest economic development and the greatest modernising spurt known so far by the country. 10 Clear changes occurred between 1910 and 1936. Spanish society was approaching the social conditions and lifestyles of other well-developed nations. If we look for ways of telling traditional societies from modern ones -for example, industrialisation, urbanisation and labour specialisation 11 -we witness that from the beginnings of the twentieth century (more clearly from the second decade) the Spanish advance towards modernity was remarkable.
With the Great War, the proportion of the population emigrating to foreign countries suffered a clear decline and internal migrant movements increased: more than 1,100,000 people changed residence during the 1920s. Madrid, Barcelona, Valencia, Seville and Bilbao were the main reception areas of the rural exodus, which went to the cities to work in the industrial and services sector. From 66% of the employed population working in the countryside in 1910, the figure fell to 45.5% in 1930. From 1900 illiteracy decreased from 55% to 27% at the end of the 1920s. 12 In a vast number of cities, especially the largest, the growth and development projected in the nineteenth century was completed: squares, streets, official buildings, sports stadiums, stations, bullrings, cinemas and, above all, housing. In this fashion, cities were consolidated as centres of modernisation, generators of new cultural and social relations -sometimes causing confrontation -among people who tried to find their right place in order not to lose prominence in the new urban structure. Sport started to be constituted as a new cultural urban element. Sport was understood as a cultural must for any society that wanted to be considered modern. That was the feeling of the English, Americans, French and Italians; that was the feeling of Spanish pedagogues, the military, doctors, university students, journalists, artists and other influential social groups as well. That was precisely why the middle classes started to play sports, conceiving them as a distinctive trait that would get them closer to modernity. The excellent athlete and journalist Federico Reparaz wrote in 1919 a work titled Ante la Olimpiada -Datos para la Historia ('Facing the Olympics -Data for History'), published in the Eco de Sports and depicted in Heraldo Deportivo, where he talked about the recommended participation of Spain in the Antwerp Olympics and the role of sport in society in general.
Additionally, this should provide us with an awareness about the long journey that remained before sport would be mentioned in every conversation, finding a place in news columns, spreading its true meaning among people of all ages and social class, and abandoning its position as the exclusive leisure practice of a few to carry out the very important role that every nation aspiring to be modern or alive has assigned to it. 13 Not only economic and social aspects were changing but there were cultural changes as well. The German historian of literature and ideas Ernst Robert Curtius expressed in his Critical Essays on European Literature in 1949 that 'The awakening of the Spanish culture is one of the few pleasant events of the twentieth century'. 14 That is, when sport emerged as an alternative to the traditional customs of the working classes (tavern-related activities such as smoking, drinking and playing cards, bullfighting, flamenco and so on). The sport-promoting regenerationists presented this new activity as a way to social change and modernisation. 15 
Gymnastics, PE and Sports in Spain
Before British sport started to gain recognition in Spain and continental Europe in general, gymnastics and physical education already had some trajectory there. During the nineteenth century these three elements blended together, constituting the physical culture of the country. The chronology of the origins and establishment of this varied group of physical activities in Spain requires some distinctions to be made: firstly, about the origins themselves; and secondly, about the content of such physical practices.
Referring to the origins of gymnastics and physical education, the key date was 1806, when Colonel Francisco Amorós created the Real Instituto Militar Pestalozziano (The Royal Pestalozzian Military Institute) in Madrid with the approval of Carlos IV. This institute was a pioneering one in Europe related to the introduction of gymnastics and physical exercise as the basis of education. During the War of Independence, Amorós collaborated with the French Joseph Bonaparte, and at the end of the war, with Napoleonic troops having been defeated, he had to leave, exiled to France. His gymnastic systems succeeded in Paris, being adopted later by the French Army during the whole of the nineteenth century. His work disappeared in Spain due to the lack of successors; Francisco de Aguilera y Becerril, Count of Villalobos (1817-1867) or José María Aparici y Biedma (1824-1894) were the only remarkable exceptions to such complete abandonment of Amorós's legacy.
Another key year was 1883, when the first Physical Education Law was passed, during Sagasta's government. The progressive member of parliament Manuel Becerra was the one to defend it most eargerly. José Luis Albaraleda, Ministry of Promotion, responsible for the public instruction and a member of the Liberal Party, expounded solid arguments -coinciding with those of Becerra -to declare gymnastics official, making clear the English influence as a support of his ideas:
I'll do my best from such bench and within the attributions I have, not only to contribute through gyms in the primary and secondary schools, but to influence and inflate the passion about the development of the physical organism in this country. The ridiculed word of English sport, and I use this as there is no other term to substitute for it, is a hymn to the country's life and exercise and it constitutes -that is my feeling about it -not just a trend or a trivial pursuit but a civilising means of advance and the development of the individuals composing our society. 16 The most significant thing was that, even during these first attempts to introduce gymnastics or sport in the official educational system, such physical culture had a regenerative, civilising, modern and progressive vein. Sport appeared as a regenerative and patriotic activity and Spain wished to follow the example of countries where physical exercise was already established in the schools.
Intellectuals and influential circles of society viewed sport within PE as a very positive thing. Personalities such as Giner de los Ríos, Manuel B. Cossio and the founders of the Institución Libre de Enseñanza (known as 'institutionalists') boosted sports among scholars, 17 and decided to apply English pedagogical methods, considered as a model to follow due to their prestige and efficacy. 18 By contrast, they rejected and distanced themselves consciously from French-based patriotic gymnastics. In fact, the gentleman archetype was always present for the institutionalists:
The English educational style is backed up in some articles as in 'On the current defects of the Institución Libre de Enseñanza' written by Francisco Giner de los Ríos: 'The sentiment of personality (sincerity, courage, self-help, honour, etc.), the care and development of physical strength and manners are the three determining qualities -in my opinion -of English education'. 19 None the less, sport was not accepted as the perfect educative tool by all; it attracted a few critics from a section of the Spanish intelligentsia. Santiago Ramón y Cajal (one of the main Spanish scientific eminences of the epoch), wrote about sports in his memoir called El mundo visto a los ochenta años ('The World as Seen by an Octogenarian'). 20 Cajal was in favour of Spanish popular games and criticised by way of contrast the snobbish attitude of accepting the foreign as better than the native. He considered spectator sport as an 'exaggeration', as was seen by many other Spanish intellectuals of these days. Sport professionalism was the worst of the enemies.
Spanish society, prone to ask for state protection, aspired to gain the protection of the administration in the sphere of PE and sport formation for youth in the school centres. The administration reacted as it could; essentially passing laws that most times were not really executed, due to lack of political will or due to the lack of human and economic resources. That was the picture during the Restoration, the Primo de Rivera dictatorship or the Second Republic: no government was able to regulate efficiently PE in schools, despite important claims with good criteria and educational views advising of the importance of PE for the health and good development of upcoming generations.
The implementation of PE laws would have been of great importance in setting up healthy habits among the Spanish population. But it is doubtful that simply with official backing such physical and hygienic customs would have flourished there. Before 1936, there was a lack of not only sporting organisation and structures, but an adequate social and cultural environment as well. The development of sport practice would have required, in order to be effective, a parallel and complex social dynamism and cultural modernisation that simply did not exist. Later, the growth of the social and political crisis in the Second Republic and the outbreak of the Civil War in 1936 ended any hope in this direction.
The situation of PE would take a century to become a reality, to be a well planned and taught subject with full pedagogical consequences within the school system. The Central School of Gymnastics, created in 1887 as a result of the law passed in 1883, would close in 1892 due to the lack of means for maintaining the institution and the lack of interest shown by the educational authorities.
During the First World War and the aftermath, in every European country there was a growing interest from the military in athletic sports (mainly football) as a training tool. This was true not only in nations participating directly in the war but also in the neutral countries. The reason was that the military considered these activities appropriate for the physical conditioning of troops. Something similar occurred in Spain. In December 1919, General Villalba laid down the rules that would govern the PE school of Toledo's Infantry Academy. Sports appeared alongside traditional gymnastics within the syllabus. 21 The decisive years for the beginnings of Spanish sport were the end of the 1880s. The decisive places were those where British commercial and economic influence brought the 'importation' of these cultural and sporting habits. The influence of the British mining colony -composed of technicians and workers from Spanish-British companies working on copper and iron -was a major factor. That was especially important in the region of Andalucía, where the initiative of such collectives led to the creation of clubs and the consolidation of sports habits, continued later by the native population. The British Rio Tinto Company Limited operated the copper mines of Huelva from 1873, when they were bought from the First Spanish Republic for 92 million pesetas (solving a very difficult financial situation for the government). Workers and technicians of the company organised and founded a club for their cultural, sporting and leisure enjoyment: all the players were foreigners. That is why until 1889 this doyen of the Spanish football clubs was not officially recognised. It was called Club Recreativo de Huelva and it showed the clear influence of the British mining community. The same influence can be observed in the Lawn Tennis Club Riotinto, founded in 1891. In 1914, Club Balompié Río Tinto was founded, composed mainly of local players, and the mining company built an official football field. By 1920, there were more than 20 football teams in the region, evidence of the vast influence the British colony had had there on the spread of sporting activities. Apart from Andalucía, other parts of Spain received the influence of British working colonies as well: the Canary Islands, especially Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, which received English shipping companies operating in the ports. Activities such as football, cricket, golf and tennis played by the workers were first watched and then copied by the local population. In that sense, the figure of Sydney Montague Head (1876-1945) was especially relevant. Arriving at the Canary Islands at the end of the nineteenth century, he played a prominent role both as player and as manager of cricket, golf and tennis, becoming Spanish champion during 1907 and 1909 in the last discipline. Private gyms were in some cases the seedbed of Spanish sport as well. These gyms were created around the middle of the nineteenth century. Dr Vignolles set up a gym in Madrid (1851) where important personalities such as Manuel Becerra (member of parliament and minister) or José Canalejas (member of parliament and president between 1910 and 1912) were members. In 1860, Joaquin Ramis opened the first gym in Barcelona. In 1882, there were seven gyms in Madrid, five of them with fencing halls and two (those of Mariano Ordax and José Sánchez) almost exclusively with a therapeutic orientation. In Barcelona, during the years of the Universal Exposition, there were already five gyms, growing in numbers in the 1890s. 23 If we check the journals of this era, gyms played a double role: on the one hand, they were places to practise an aristocratic sport, where fencing halls were the main core, fencing being the Spanish sport par excellence. On the other hand, they acted as promoters of British and other athletic sports such as football, athletics, cycling and so on.
These gyms, mainly around the Catalonian area, can be considered as the associative embryo of Spanish sport. They offered the chance to develop different activities such as excursions and cycling trips, to do some British sports or even skating and dancing. 24 So big was the British influence in these moments that even disciplines coming from other parts of the globe -such as Japanese ju-jitsu -were considered from the sporting perspective, being practised by sportsmen, a movement developed mainly around Barcelona, where the associative structure made possible a better reception for such kinds of activities. 25 The first sportsmen were considered as extravagant people or snobs and only little by little did their practice start to be recognised as containing a positive and beneficial influence. Madrid, Catalonia and later the Basque Country and other urban centres were the first cores of the incipient Spanish sporting phenomenon.
Whereas aristocratic sports such as horse riding, hunting and yachting continued to be practised by socially exclusive minorities, competitive sports of English origin were slowly developed thanks to private initiative. Soon, a different kind of practice and interest in them among different social strata started to be observed. On the one hand spectator sports such as football and boxing were followed in big numbers by the popular classes. On the other hand, sports such as athletics, rowing (see Figure 1) , swimming, hockey and cycling were practised as healthy activities, forgers of certain moral values, the basis of Olympism.
The Germ of Spanish Sports Associations: the Spanish Gymnastic Society
It would not be until the end of the 1890s and the beginnings of twentieth century that some action was taken in the creation of societies and clubs. These organisations helped to articulate definitively the organisation of some sports. Apart from the first (but restricted) gymnastic clubs (Circulo Particular Gimnástico, Madrid, 1851), the Outing Associations (Associació Catalanista d'Excursions Cientifiques, 1876) and the clubs with an aristocratic vein (centred on horse riding, lawn tennis and yachting), we can point to the Spanish Gymnastic Society, founded in Madrid in 1887, as the pioneer association of the Spanish sport. At least, that was the treatment given by the specialised press in 1912, during the 25th Anniversary of the 'Gimnástica', as it was commonly known:
Throughout the course of 25 years struggling and sacrificing energy, initiatives and constant work -dedicated to the development of PE, interest in sports, and the fight against vices that spoil youth -the goodness and wisdom of the idea has been demonstrated....
Four young men with courage, initiative and, above all, with a true faith in sport, agreed in a friendly conversation, on 2 March 1887, to work with all their energy in order to set in motion a popular and democratic society that would set sports within reach of any fan; the student, the employee, the worker could fight against the vices and stultification of a slave's life, of constant work, thanks to the expansion and balance that the emotions in sports offer to the spirit, achieving a harmonic development of intelligence and health.
We can check again how the objective of modernisation, democratisation and the regeneration of Spanish society through PE and sport was clearly present among the press and the driving forces of physical activity. The Spanish Gymnastics Society (see Figure 2 ) enjoyed widespread respect and admiration:
All of the daily, illustrated and sports press have paid attention, with great detail and without sparing praise, to the celebration of the festivities. El Mundo Deportivo, from Barcelona, ended by saying: the Gimnástica can be very proud of the show it put on, carried out in the most brilliant way. Let all the Spanish sportsmen's hearts unite to continue working as they have been doing so far in order to celebrate -if possible -with a bigger success, the golden jubilee. 27 Its work was rewarded by King Alfonso XIII, who bestowed the title of 'Royal' to the society in 1916. 
The Structuring of Spanish Sport Organisation
Although the initiatives of the 'Gimnástica' were enthusiastic, not every sport society worked with the same strength and success. To consolidate the organisation of a sport system took a long time. The first sport clubs were formed in Madrid and their practices were carried to San Sebastian by the aristocracy and the bourgeoisie during holidays. Sport clubs were born in Madrid, San Sebastian and Santander. Bilbao was also a pioneering centre of sporting clubs (the Football Club Athletic de Bilbao was founded in 1898) due to the direct British influence through its merchant navy's activity: the same ships bringing charcoal to Spain were going back with iron ore to be used in iron manufacture. Even so, Catalonia, and especially Barcelona, were the first places where the most solid and extended club system was set up. As Lagardera states, Particularly in its existence and dynamism, the overwhelming appearance of sport societies in Barcelona between 1888 and 1900 is remarkable, doubling the number of sport clubs all around the country, when in the north, centre and south of Spain the first sport societies had been created some years earlier. 29 The rest of Spanish sport appeared scattered all around the national territory, always within urban settlements, related to social groups in the sphere of the liberal professions (lawyers, judges, journalism and so on), industry and market traders. Such groups understood physical activities as a dynamic and healthy way of social modernisation. For instance, the Tarragona Gymnastic Club had from its beginning in 1895 a clear vocation for sports promotion, its football section being one of the oldest of the Spanish clubs. Three years later, on 1 May 1898, Narciso Masferrer y Sala, from the journal Los Deportes, issued a call to every Spanish sportsman to set up the Spanish Gymnastics Societies Confederation. Favourable to the proposal were the Gymnastic Club of Tarragona, the National Official Teachers Association (a corporate society founded by gymnastics teachers after the closure of the official school), Vigo's Gym, the Gymnastics Club of Cartagena, the Gymnastics Society of Orense and the Catalan Gymnastics Society (set up one year before by Catalan gymnastics clubs). After overcoming some reticence -probably related to the majority presence of Catalan members among the driving forces and future managers of the association -the Spanish Gymnastic Society confirmed its adhesion as well, and in June the first executive committee of the new confederation was constituted in Madrid. José Canalejas -who was the honorary president of the Catalan Gymnastic Association -was appointed as the president. 30 On 15 June 1898, an article signed by Masferrer about the formation of the new body was published in Los Deportes magazine. We must remember that during those moments the gymnastic societies were the promoters of gymnastic practice and sports. It would take some time for the latter to develop in an independent way, forming their own associations and federations. We quote the article in length due to its importance in order to know the pioneers of the Spanish sport system: And to applaud and celebrate my idea, Mr Sanz, representative from Tarragone; Mojardin, from Barcelona; Ordax, from Orense; López Ferreira from Girona; Parera from Madrid; and Coll, as a foundational member of the doyen of our societies, talked in succession, giving eloquent speeches, full of energy and good doctrine, summing up the eloquent and thoughtful discourses of Dr Sanmartín [sic], everyone agreeing to join in the struggle to achieve an approach to PE as found in the most developed nations. The problem is difficult but with good will and our enthusiasm to guide us, there is no doubt that quite soon we will see the justifiable wishes of the gymnastic societies and their members fulfilled. Every speaker had words of praise for our SPORTS, to such kindness and friendliness I responded with gratitude And before ending I have to make public my expression of thanks for the attention the Madrid delegates had offered to those from the provinces and the tokens of affection and sympathy I have been given. 31 The registered office of the confederation was set in the offices of the Spanish Gymnastic Society and the Barcelonan magazine Los Deportes would be its official diffusion instrument. The minutes of the constitution meeting deserve a closer look. Firstly, the mention of'our sports' corresponds to the already mentioned importance of the gymnastic societies in sports promotion in general. This statement is consistent with the presence of Marcelo S. Sanz and José Robles, supporters of the spread of the new sports within the heart of the Spanish Gymnastic Society. Secondly, we confirm the importance in number of Catalan managers and entities -who must be credited with the initiative of the confederation -and the omnipresence of the Spanish Gymnastic Society, with its founders, as the oldest association. Lastly, it has to be stressed that this was the first time the Spanish term deporte (sport) was substituted for the traditional English term sport as the name of a journal or a magazine. On 15 July there appeared in Los Deportes the list of provincial representatives of the Spanish Gymnastic Society and on 26 September the first general assembly report was published.
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The Consolidation of the Spanish Sport System From 1910 we can talk about a slow but increasing implantation of sport all over Spain. The advance of sports and physical activities was parallel to the process of social modernisation that occurred between 1910 and 1936. This fact is confirmed by the same chronology in the foundation of sporting clubs and federations of regional and national scope. Although many of the first initiatives came from Madrid, Barcelona was the Spanish city with the greatest sporting awareness. Catalonia was the Spanish region that first achieved the design and consolidation of a more or less organised sport structure. Afterwards, following the Catalonian capital's initiativemainly from 1910 onwards -new clubs were set up in Madrid, Guipúzcoa and Vizcaya, constituting the nation's large-scale sporting structure. These were the same areas that acted as the motor of the Spanish productive, economic and cultural life until the Spanish Civil War (1936-9). Those were places where, despite the many existing social problems, the concern for education, culture and technical progress was evident. As we witnessed, a suitable social atmosphere for economic and cultural development and industrial technological advance also favoured the development of physical activities and sports. 33 In Spain, as in Europe, sports appeared as a phenomenon inevitably bound to the urban culture of the first third of the twentieth century.
The consolidation of the sport system was not easy as the constitution of the sport federations was continually subject to questioning and misunderstandings. Sometimes, the Spanish sport system was polarised between Madrid and Barcelona. However and despite these facts, some modes of understanding prevailed on most occasions: neither Madrid's centralism nor Catalan radicalism was strong enough to overcome the spirit of cooperation among the sports managers in both cities. As for the other great core of Spanish sport, the Basque Country, its relation with Madrilenian sport was always very close and there were never any of the tensions that existed between Madrid and Barcelona. 34 In order to understand this situation, it is enough to revisit some of the specialised press of these days, where sport news from Madrid, Bilbao or San Sebastian were given the same importance and the criteria and sport values of different journals presented great homogeneity.
Technology and Modernity: Motor Sports
Motor sports were considered as full sports from the very beginning. 35 Long aeroplane trips (raids) and car competitions (rallys) were very popular with sports fans from the first days. The interest aroused by these new machines, the spirit of adventure and the influence of the English concept of a 'record' (récord in Spanish) were, without doubt, the key points for these sports to be successful. Even so, these kinds of activities were restricted to the very few. Perhaps at a time when sport was being popularised and spread to the lower classes, the most elevated classes found in the new motor sports what had been represented by hunting and horse riding: a distinctive sign of class and social position.
Technology and sport were going hand in hand in geographic-sporting exploits of great relevance. In Spain, aviation was the sports spectacle that would gain the admiration of citizens and fans before any other; the heroic achievement of the flying boat Plus Ultra, arriving in Buenos Aires after crossing the Atlantic Ocean in February 1926, was -according to the press -one of the biggest exploits of the Spanish nation in recent times. The journal Heraldo Deportivo reported the joint manifesto of the organisers, read in the streets of Madrid, acclaimed by a boundless national enthusiasm (see Figure 3) :
To the Spanish nation:
Niña, Pinta, Santa María, Plus Ultra. Evoking the sacred names of the 1492 caravelles that have represented our trajectory during four centuries, and placing next to these humble crafts of Columbus the sublime aircraft, scientific culmination of the twentieth century, linked by the nexus of heroism, there would not be any Spanish heart unmoved, nor any Spanish mother feeling less than the ones of those days; because the race survives, we can say it very loud. And if the sun sets on our horizons its light did not die in the hearts of the sons of the presentd-day mothers. Franco, Ruiz de Alda, Duran and Rada have been a good example. Spaniards: these new heroes of our history are the torch bearers of the heroic deeds from the past; they went over the immense ocean as shelter and with Plus Ultra as a motto. The frenetic acclaim of the South American Nations received them: they are sisters of language, religion and race; yesterday our aviators reached the shores of their continent and tomorrow they'll reach the margins of the River del Plata; they risked their lives for Spain and have fought to put its name on the peak. 36 The journey was valued in three different but equally important aspects: political, scientific and sporting, the last being indisputable. These were the records achieved by the Spanish flying boat during the trip: Spanish distance record (Las PalmasCabo Verde), 1,665 km; Portuguese distance record (Porto Praia-F. Noronha), 2,235 km; speed record for 1,500 km (over 180 km per hour); speed record for 2,000 km (over 180 km per hour). In total, the trip was 10,000 km, 70 hours in flight and 19 days in duration. This success was widely reported by the international press, especially USA and England, and encouraged further long-distance flying by Spanish aviators.
Referring to motorbike competitions during those years, the situation evolved from the very first contests organised in Madrid's Retiro park and the uphill races in Rabbassada or Montserrat in Barcelona to the circuit races of Lasarte and Sitges and later to the spectacular 'dirt-track' speedway imported from the UK, where it was already a professional sport. Massive crowds attended this spectacular discipline. Little by little, Barcelonan and Madrilenian riders caught up with the British motorbikers who were considered until then the competing aces in Spanish stadiums. The sporting press of the 1930s presented speedway as one of the most exciting and interesting spectator sports for the public.
Other Kinds of Activity: Professional Sports
Public opinion has accepted little by little -especially since the 1920s -sports as a means of entertainment and spectacle. Sports such as football and boxing (and cycling slightly later) were followed in big numbers by the general population. In a few years, football and boxing would steer towards professionalism. In 1926 professional football (see Figure 4 ) was legalised and a big national competition could be foreseen, using as a reference the English league model. After some difficulties, on 23 May 1928, the project of a national championship league with ten teams was inaugurated.
Boxers, frequently coming from low strata, especially the urban proletariat, went in search of earnings from the 'purse' of their bouts. During the 1930s it was, with football, the most popular sport. Great champions as Uzcudun, Ara, Girones or Sangchilli (the last becoming world champion in 1935), made boxing a spectacle that brought in big crowds of fans in sporting halls, pelota courts and football pitches, all of them adapted for the occasion of the boxing bout.
Cycling (organised in 1896 around the Spanish Cycling Union), after a period of stagnation, experienced a resurrection as a spectator sport in the 1930s with the participation of Spanish cyclists (Vicente Trueba, Ezquerra, Cañardo, Montero) in the Tour de France. In 1935 the First Spanish Cycling Tour (Vuelta Ciclista a España) took place, sponsored by the journal Informaciones and the Cycling Tour of the Basque Country returned to the circuit, acting in conjunction with the Catalonian Cycling Tour -celebrated since 1910 -as a booster for cycling to become a spectator sport. In an article in the Heraldo Deportivo we can witness the increasing preoccupation about professionalism and its spread to other sports:
The progress of football as a spectacle, a sure index of its decadence as a sport, constitutes a true danger, too late to avoid.... The football trick of spectacle masks a ruined stagnation of the sport, whose core of participants is not doing well, neither in quality nor in quantity. 37 Professional sport was not seen by some intellectuals as a 'good example' for the general population. The identification of football with the general development of sports and its assimilation into PE and physical culture shocked the purists, supporters of physical activity as a means of education and social regeneration. From these sectors football was guilty of promoting professionalism and economic interest, distorting in this way the real sporting goal.
Sport and Women
Female sport started within selected social circles of the upper classes, spreading from the large urban settlements. It was deeply attached to the regenerationist idea of hygiene and health, with its main goal being for the values of maternity and care to prevail. The ideal example of physical activity for women was found in the English and Scandinavian female:
Referring to the perfection of race, the English female sportsman 39 firstly bears healthy offspring and then makes them strong through sports.... In Sweden, ladies' schools have a gym where the Ling method is practised. Out of school they do not quit gymnastics, registering in several societies with teachers leading physical exercises in special premises or in halls of the Central Institute in Stockholm.
In 1923, Spanish women already practised hockey, tennis, gymnastics and so on in Madrid, Barcelona, Bilbao, San Sebastian and other cities (see Figure 5 ). There were clubs in some of these places and the sport press called for the organisation of a national competition -as was the case of men -especially taking into account the fact that cities such as Seville, Vigo and Jerez had started to show some activity in female sports. In the sports magazine Gran Vida we can find some opinions about female hockey during these days:
In our past issue we already explained the reasons and emotion contained in Hockey. Of course, in this respect we agreed on the superiority of football; but the former wins over the latter in sportsmanship, at least nowadays. Very few hockeyistas [hockey players] hold the reputation of dirty players; this is because, above all, the players practising hockey normally show pure sportsmanship.
And here is the reason why we consider hockey most appropriate for the beau sexe. 
Spain within the Olympic Movement
The Olympic Movement in Spain was supported mainly by the same regions and cities that constituted the flesh and bones of the Spanish sport system. Pierre de Coubertin acknowledged Barcelona as a sporting city after his visit in 1926. 41 Of course, Barcelonan sports development was not comparable with other regions, much less with rural areas. But it can be thought that if the 1936 Olympics had been held in Barcelona, probably the historic valuation of Spanish sport previous to this date would had been more positive.
How did Europe see Spain within the Olympic movement? The vision expressed by the organisation committee of the Berlin Olympics is telling:
Spain's reputation as a sporting country is not as well known in the world as it deserves. The truth is that until now, it has not shone with success in the Olympic Games. Whereas during the Amsterdam Olympics, in 1928, it took part in nine different disciplines, in 1932, during the Los Angeles Olympics, it participated only in pistol shooting and sailing, finishing fourth in both activities.
For this reason, and the world press has commented upon it, the brilliance of the Spanish team competition in the Football Championship, recently held in Rome is so remarkable. Effectively, if there is a country where football is truly popular this is Spain.
The fame of the magnificent goalkeeper Ricardo Zamora has spread all over the globe. Madrid and Barcelona are the two centres of Spanish sporting life. In Barcelona's beautiful stadium a really informed public has congregated many times to witness the great international championships and the sports press in both cities enjoys great activity.
If in the cities the main sports are football, hockey, boxing, swimming and tennis, in the rest of the country it is mixed with people's lives, the same as dancing, pelota games, jai alai, the latter figuring already in the Olympics election programme. The simple fact that the election of the 11th Olympics was held in Barcelona is in itself of special interest. There, in the beautiful Mediterranean city, the IOC in 1931 decided that the Olympic Games of 1936 would take place in Germany's capital. 42 Football, already completely professional, appeared as the highest exponent of Spanish sport. This was a clear demonstration of the difference in prestige and popularity between professional and amateur sport in the country.
The mention of Basque 'pelota' in the text is very significant. This game, apart from being a very popular activity in the capitals and rural areas of the north of Spain (the Basque Country, Navarra and some areas of Castilla León), emerged elsewhere. In Madrid, for instance, the Basque Sport Club was founded in 1904 with the aim of promoting pelota. Even though it never represented a real alternative to British sports, pelota always conserved its position among traditional customs; and, as a great achievement to be mentioned, was an exhibition sport in both the Paris and Berlin Olympics.
Concluding Remarks
Spain displayed a certain delay in the sporting field compared to other countries, but this was not absolute, e.g. Spain was one of the founding nations of the international football associations. British sporting influence was noticed, especially in those areas where the contact with locals was stronger (e.g. the ports of the north and the Canary Islands, and the mining companies of Andalucía) and big cities (Madrid, Barcelona, Santander, San Sebastián, Bilbao) where aristocrats and the rising urban middle classes were in touch with cultural habits imported from modern nations. Of those two social groups the latter would have the most prominent role in spreading a particular way and values attached to sport. Their conditions of living were attached to specific areas, characterised by particular social and cultural features: big cities and very crowded regions with certain solidity in their economic structure, zones already embarked on the industrialisation process and where the productive system was already set up.
In a nutshell, sport in Spain was a means of cultural expression and manifestation of the urban middle classes who wanted to give their lives the taste of modernity that was prevailing in other more powerful countries. Of course, their aims were neither economic nor commercial at the beginning; sport until 1936 was not offering any guarantee about material benefits. Sport appeared associated with health and vitality, with a new positive attitude towards life. The development of sport in Spain, as in other European countries, was a sign of social, economic and cultural modernisation.
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